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Introduction
The examples of dance written programmes in this 
resource have been chosen from those submitted 
by candidates to accompany their practical 
performance within dance.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
candidate responses are considered on their merits. 
These exemplars, therefore, should not be seen as 
the only way to present written programmes - some 
styles of dance will suit less or more detail and 
different layouts.

Please always refer to the Guide To NEA  for full 
details of Dance requirements, as well as all other 
parts of the NEA. 

It is important to note that approaches NEA and 
the moderation of it will remain consistent. At 
the same time OCR reviews all its qualifications 
annually and may make small adjustments to 
improve the performance of its assessments. We 
will let you know of any substantive changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/234840-guide-to-non-exam-assessment-as-and-a-level.pdf
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Candidate 1: Street
Description of steps
This routine begins with a pas de bourrée into a double pirouette, due to it being a street routine the pirouette 
ends with a jump to the front and arms are above in a crossed position. Then, legs go into a deep second position 
plié with arms going over the top. Towards the middle of the routine, when the music is at its height a barrel turn is 
performed which aims to impress the audience, many hip hop grooves and steps are included then too, for example, 
a ‘Janet Jackson’, ‘Smurf’, ‘Bart Simpson’ and ‘Running Man’. These all portray the typical hip hop/street style of the 
performance and due to it being a ‘dance off’ these hip hop steps help to convey the element of showing off to the 
other side and in a competition including these specific steps help to gain marks and impress the judge. At the end, 
a step pattern of a pas de bourré into a body roll to the right and head roll to end ensures the routine flows well and 
looks impressive and aesthetically pleasing helping to gain marks and provoke a feeling of awe in the audience. 

Counts/beats
As the routine is a hip hop/ street style the music is extremely fast meaning the counts are often accented or 
performed at double time. For example, during the height of the battle between the two sides, the counts are quicker 
therefore linking in with the idea of trying to impress the other side and aims to look slick and sharp- showing off to 
the other side. Furthermore, the hip hop grooves and patterns are very complex so when performed double time 
it looks aesthetic to watch and gains marks in a competitive element. Halfway through, there is a loud beat where 
the barrel jump is performed and adds greater impact to the audience. To end the routine there is a loud beat 
which signals the ending and the final pose to finish the routine. In addition, the counts are often varied and timings 
allowing the routine to become more dynamic and creates another level of innovation, making it more complex and 
intriguing.

Explanation of stimulus selected
I have chosen a mash up of songs from the film ‘Street Dance’. It has a good feeling of a ‘battle’ throughout and is 
fast and full of strong beats. Therefore, fitting with the typical conventions of a street dance performance. It builds up 
well and creates an element of excitement as it escalates to the height of the performance. Furthermore, lots of the 
choreography was inspired from this film so it works well and fits the theme well. 

Development of motifs
One motif that is developed throughout is a locking inspired move- a point. This is often directed at the other ‘team’ 
and helps to convey the story of a dance battle and the relationship between the two sides. Moreover, another key 
motif is the sound ‘huh’ is made on every 4th beat, this signifies the ‘team’ relationship and the feeling of being army 
like and strong and sharp, helping to create the idea of competitiveness and a ‘war-like battle’. 

Repetition
A formation repeated throughout the dance is a ‘tight gang’ this helps to separate the two sides of the dance battle 
and the ‘gang’ like element of each side which makes the audience understand the distinction between each side and 
helps to make the choreography look more in sync and in time. Another repeated step is a kick ball change. This is a 
very simple step however each time the arm lines and head positioning are different so while the step being repeated, 
it looks well innovated as it is tweaked slightly each time. 

Phasing of the dance
Due to this being a street group routine, the formations are changed frequently to keep the fluidity and create an 
extra layer of choreography. For example, the dance starts with both sides in separate triangles and then transitions 
into a staggered line which then moves slickly into a diagonal line. The stage is split into two sides which paints the 
picture of separate teams and opponents. Lastly, when the side who isn’t dancing move to the back of the stage in 
a straight line while acting and belittling their opposition, further creating an element of the typical hip hop/ street 
convention and captures the reality of a real-life dance battle. 
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Examiner commentary
The candidate’s write up about their dance routine includes all the aspects set out on the specification, which also allows 
the reader to get an understanding about the dance. When watching the performance the audience are therefore able 
to look out for key aspects.

Improvements
The candidate discusses the counts but this is done generally rather than specifically, as in 4/8 counts of the music. To 
improve they could have, for example, said that for certain moves they were in four counts. Also when describing the 
reason for the chosen music stimulus, the candidate describes the music but could relate it to parts of the dance, why it 
was chosen to fit with aspects of the routine, to allow for certain moves or show emotions throughout the performance. 
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Candidate 2: Contemporary/Lyrical
I begin the routine facing the back of the stage and then a drag turn to face the audience with a contracted upper 
half and my hands on my heart. This immediately makes the audience understand the hurt and grief the character 
was feeling and helps to narrate the storyline clearly from the outset. I then dévloppé my left leg into a high kick and 
high release out of it, showing the fluidity and constant movement of a typical contemporary/lyrical routine. As the 
dynamics and song builds up I then move into more complex skills, for example, a switch leap and a box leap to match 
the dynamics of the routine with the music and further increasing my emotions to add to the feeling behind the 
storyline. The pace increases so I include moves such as step ball changes, circular springs and triple runs which match 
the music well and speed up the routine to make it more interesting and engaging to watch. To end my routine, I am 
sat ‘on the walk’ with my head down and hands on the chest to add to the concept of the routine and the emotion of 
feeling hurt and betrayed. 

At the beginning, the counts start off evenly to slow the audience into the routine and to match the tempo of the 
music, however as the song progresses, I then add accented counts which allow me to include leaps and turning 
combinations, quicker and sharper arm movements which convey to the audience the trauma and pain felt. Towards 
the end, syncopations are used which allow me to hold certain positions (attitude pirouette and arm reaches) making 
my routine look aesthetic and pretty to watch as well as following the conventions of lyrical being graceful and floaty. 
During the crescendo, I perform a leap sequence (calypso leap into a forward leap into a switch leap) and a turn 
sequence to follow (fouetté turns into an attitude pirouette) which is the most complex and aesthetic point of the 
routine, so it adds an extra layer of excitement to the performance. The counts slow again at the end and allows for a 
quieter more emotional ending with more emphasis on the narrative. During the beginning section, there is a series of 
beats which is where I perform a turning sequence into an illusion and then a roll on the floor- this fits well and adds 
a layer of aesthetic and its key for me to be on the correct beat or it ruins the timing for the next step pattern. There 
is a loud beat at the end which signals the ending position and aims to create a dramatic emotion to evoke sympathy 
within the audience. 

I chose the song ‘I Have Nothing’ by Whitney Houston. This piece of music has a huge build up which makes for a 
more intriguing and eye-capturing performance which lulls the audience into the narrative of a girl who has been left 
heartbroken and lonely. It its extremely emotive and helps me to connect to the stimulus and routine even further. It 
is a well-known song so it will allow the audience to enjoy the routine more and relate to my performance. 

Throughout, a common motif is a contracted chest and hands on my heart. This shows the pain, heartbreak and 
sadness of the character and the impact this heartbreak has had on her. Furthermore, I continuously reach my arms 
out to the side, indicating the loneliness and lost feeling felt by the character and her call for help- further portraying 
the emotions of my routine. I repeatedly grab my head, this further adds to the confused, frustrated emotion and the 
anxiety felt because of her heartbreak. Moreover, I often have a flexed foot in my kicks to exaggerate the anger and 
annoyance, despite it being not technically correct it adds a sense of emotion and differentiation. I constantly perform 
my most exciting step patterns and leap variation on the diagonals to show off to the judge and audience my shapes 
and alignment, gaining me more marks in a competition. Also, I use the front half of the stage more as I want to feel a 
connection with the audience and a close relationship so they can sympathise with the characters trauma and grief.
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Examiner commentary
Through this description of the dance the candidate has explained the use of different steps that they have used within 
the dance and why some were used at particular points. They have included the notion of counts with regards to the 
music changes in tempo to how their moves adapt to this. The candidate has explained why the piece of music was 
chosen to suit the performance of the dance and the story being told throughout it. Throughout the written piece the 
candidate has included phasing of the dance. 

From the whole written piece you are able to picture the dance to be performed and look out for key aspects that relate 
to different emotions which the candidate wants to portray. 

Improvements
This is an excellent write up which includes all the aspects required on the specification. 
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